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 “Wedged between our first and last breath, life narrates itself, a play 
with acts in no particular order — how we treat each other determines 
the quality of our joy and depth of our suffering.” Barbara Thomas 
 

At the outset of her stunning exhibition, “Heaven on Fire,” Barbara Earl Thomas immerses us in an 

installation of shimmering cut out paper.  The carefully lighted patterns collectively called “The 

Illuminated Story” shape three separate altar-like settings, each with a text: “Catechism,” “White Noise” 

and “If they were all like you we’d like them.” But as we enjoy the decorative beauty of the cutouts and 

the subtle suggestion of shrine-like settings (which she refers to as lightboxes), we are jolted by the texts 

that lay out a few of her personal racist experiences.  Moreover, as we look more closely at the patterns, 

imagery slowly emerges: flames, snakes, houses floating away.  

Beginning “Heaven on Fire,” with this installation immediately tells us that, like a musician, Thomas 

never stops ringing changes on consistent underlying principles. We can trace a straight line from her 

first mature work of the 1980s to the present. Over and over, in different media, we see ordinary people 

trying to protect each other as they are threatened by the forces of nature, particularly fire and water.  

Barbara Thomas’s art is factual, personal, even intimate, with references to history, mythology, and the 

spiritual realm, embedded within her own memories. For example, the powerful cock that appears so 

often refers for her to the frightening phrase “before the cock crows three times,” predicting  betrayal, 

the biblical story her mother told her as a child.  But even as Thomas makes personal references, her life 

experiences resonate with those of the larger world, particularly the world of African Americans in the 

last half century.  

Her family’s fishing trips to catch the bony bottom fish helped them survive but, from the first, turbulent 

skies and rough water threaten those fishing trips. And then her parents actually do drown while out 

fishing, seemingly eerily predicted in The Boat, 1988, a painting Thomas had created 8 months earlier in 

which two figures huddle together in a boat as a frightening shadowy figure rises from the lake and 

reaches for them.   

But many of her paintings in the 1980s and 1990s, both before and after this calamity, confront the 

turbulence that lurks just beyond the safety of day to day life.  In the Bainbridge exhibition we see a 

careful selection from these years.  One of my favorites is the early Untitled (from “For Women Who 

Sleep with Crocodiles”) of 1982.  A woman peacefully sleeps as small crocodiles climb around her, 

already depicting Thomas’s double vision of ordinary life and encroaching danger.   In Reunions, My 

Mother and Dreams of Fish, a powerful woman protects another as fish swarm about them. Luna Rescue 

at Daybreak, suggests one person (Thomas’s people are usually sexually neutral) saving another from 

drowning, while other figures float helplessly in the foreground and background.  We see In My Father’s 

House There Are Many Roomers, a family at the center cling together, as other figures float, flail, and fall 

around them. 

The linocut print series “Story Line” from 2006 – 2014 allows the chaotic to invade the zone of figures 

protecting one another with so much intensity that it threatens to take over completely. Here Thomas 



revels in line: the storms, the waters, the figures are caught up in swirls of patterns. In linocut the artist 

cuts into the surface the lines that will be black when printed, and the white lines are what is left 

behind. Similar to woodcut, but without grain, linocuts allow more detail. Thomas takes full advantage 

of the medium, allowing the complexity of the prints to soar like an elaborate cantata. All those people 

in floating houses, also evoke for me the scenes from Katrina, the 2005 catastrophe in New Orleans that 

hit the African American community so hard, just before this series began. 

 

That theme of the overwhelming energy of unleashed forces of fire and water continues to the present, 

metamorphosed in the glass vases, a new medium for the artist. Although beautiful, flames gush from 

the top, the artist etched lightening, snakes, storms, and more flames into their surfaces.    

From cutting linoleum to cutting paper seems like a short step, but Thomas took her biggest leap into 

the unknown with the three large white cut outs Blood Letting and Blood Taking that depict the murders 

of black men. The very new and very old subject continues her earlier representations of people 

struggling in the midst of forces beyond their control, but the large scale of the work as well as the 

medium of white paper with red cut-out paper to specifically depict blood flowing, confronts us in a new 

way with the dangers that threaten black people as they simply live their lives.     

But Thomas also fervently believes in the beauty of the details of life. She seduces us into sharing that 

belief with her varied media and subtle compositions. Never has it been truer than today, that we must 

immerse ourselves in the beauty at hand, at the same time that we acknowledge the omnipresent 

dangers of both the forces of nature increasingly out of control in the age of climate change, and the 

violence stimulated by ignorance, fear, hate, and mass hysteria.    

“Between grief and lamentation, is the joy of life’s sweet briefness” Barbara Thomas 


